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Abstract
Simulation can provide a useful means to understand issues linked to industrial network operations. For transparent, collaborative, cost-effective solutions development, and to attract the broadest interest base, simulation is critical and open
source suggested, because it costs less to access, install, and use. This study contributes new insights from security and
functionality characteristics metrics to underscore the use and effectiveness of open source simulators. Several open
source simulators span applications in communications and wireless sensor networks, industrial control systems, and
the Industrial Internet of Things. Some drivers for their use span are as follows: supported license types; programming
languages; operating systems platforms; user interface types; documentation and communication types; citations; code
commits; and number of contributors. Research in these simulators is built around performance and optimization relative to flexibility, scalability, mobility, and active user support. No single simulator addresses all these conceivable characteristics. In addition to modeling contexts that match real-world scenarios and issues, an effective open source simulator
needs to demonstrate credibility, which can be gained partly through actively engaging experts from interdisciplinary
teams along with user contributions integrated under tight editorial controls. Government-led policies and regulations
are also necessary to support their wider awareness and more productive use for real-world purposes.
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1. Introduction
Simulations have long been a key tool in understanding the
impact of design choices in systems in which direct experimentation is expensive or infeasible (for example, because
the system does not yet exist). With respect to industrial
control systems (ICSs), simulation use has become pervasive during system design and in tuning process control
parameters or exploring the outcomes of new control algorithms. At the same time, much of the research on general
networked systems, particularly sensors and wireless networked systems, has been done using modeling and simulation to allow for the assessment of performance at scale,
and to allow research to be conducted by those with

limited access to the internals of routers, wireless nodes,
etc. Leading up to the emergence of Industry 4.0, there has
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been increasing synergy between the networking technologies and process control, motivated by reasons of cost,
flexibility, and performance, amongst other benefits.1
Consequently, there is sizeable opportunity to integrate
corresponding simulation systems to reflect the new reality
of industrial control. Systems that have explored this integration and the research that uses them, unsurprisingly,
focus largely on issues of performance.
Whilst performance is undeniably critical, networked
systems, particularly those that are no longer truly isolated
from the wider Internet, may be subject to other very serious issues related to security and safety. This category of
system is being exposed to new forms of risks typically
related to cyber-attacks, with both physical and virtual
consequences. For example, the cyber-attack incident that
targeted the Ukrainian electric system critical infrastructure interfered with supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) automation functions, causing the affected
substations to shut down and a move to manual operations.
This affected 225,000 customers across three different
distribution-level service territories.2 Thus, aside from the
initial objective of testing performance using simulations,
it has also become crucial to consider the added objective
of testing for security, aimed at exploring how to implement technical, physical, and administrative measures and
controls to provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability.3 A simulator’s security goal typically includes
enabling an understanding of sensitivities caused by an
inability to sufficiently address certain relevant security
requirements. Clarifying the applicable security context(s)
and characteristics of simulators can help provide a clear
understanding of the strengths and limitations of open
source simulators under consideration.
Although standard commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
security technologies are helping to provide a level of
security, the behavioral complexity of coupled feedback
systems with the COTS technology still offers new opportunities to attackers. Researchers need experimental platforms to serve as testbeds they can use with ease, where
they can assess the feasibilities and modes these attacks
can take, the impacts of the attacks, and the effectiveness
of proposed controls/defenses. This is especially important because the numbers of forensically analyzed attacks
on ICSs is low due to certain challenges.4 Firstly, there is
less availability for static forensic procedures due to system criticality – ICSs cannot be powered-off for acquisition. Secondly, there is a likelihood of losing forensic
evidence due to the volatility of information in ICSs.5
Thus, there is little experience on which to draw. For
those incident scenarios that have evidence, attacks
launched by nation-state actors also have a high degree of
sophistication.
In this era of collaborative work, the motivation of which
remains to achieve the contribution and collection of ideas

and concepts, which can be open to critiques, there are
reviews and refinements to achieve a more robust solution,
and at significantly reduced or no cost. Potentially, there
can be more refined outcomes from a well-coordinated
ensemble of contributions. To foster transparent, collaborative, and cost-effective studies, demonstrations, and development of solutions, and to attract the widest interest base,
simulation is indeed critical and open source is perhaps the
better way to go, since such simulators are less expensive to
access, install, and use. In addition, open source simulators
can be run with general purpose (non-proprietary) computing equipment and setups. Simulation through open source
provides a means to address some of the mentioned challenges while benefiting from collaborative participation,
free exchange, transparency, rapid prototyping, meritocracy,
and community support.6 These help to address such issues
as license use, modification and share restrictions, vendor
lock-ins, and high cost of maintenance attributed to using
commercial simulators.7 The open source philosophy
enables users to read source/development codes, tailor generic simulator changes to suit specific needs, and enable onthe-fly program debugging. These capacities also place
open source simulators (just like other open source software) side-by-side with proprietary simulators in user communities and market niches where tractability is crucial, and
shared development is effective and supported. In such markets, as is typical today, conflicts and market pressure play
a part in establishing a level playing field for the creation of
incentives from both open source simulators and their commercial counterparts. Potentially, government has a role in
driving a balance and avoiding undesirable market
failures.8,9
This paper presents an analytic study of commonly used
open source simulators across the computer networking
and industrial control communities. The study aims at
evaluating the use and utility of open source simulators to
represent ICS domain functionality and security-related
attributes, and to highlight the relevant factors, attributes,
and policy directions that can support future open source
ICS/Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) tool developments.
This is explored through the following research objectives:
(a) investigate the common open source simulation tools
that are used in industrial networks and Internet of Things
(IoT) research and development projects; (b) analyze the
functional characteristics of identified open source simulators; (c) investigate the interest and usage level of existing
open source simulators, (d) identify the kind of research
that has built on these open source simulators (e.g., operational performance, optimizations, or security analysis);
(e) identify if any of the reviewed simulators have been
designed with capability for security analysis; (f) analyze
the aspects of security analysis and modeling that have
been explored using open source tools, and aspects open
for future (further) analysis; and (g) analyze how policy
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and regulations can support the growth and development
of open source simulators. By addressing these objectives,
this study contributes new insights drawing from metrics
related to security inclusions and usability coverage to
underscore the effectiveness of open source simulators in
the ICS context. Aspects of policy and regulation that can
support such effectiveness are discussed with attribute recommendations for constructing simulators that address
identified gaps. This study is intended to reveal (where
necessary) new open source simulation tools, systems, and
platforms with the capability to support research and
developments in the emerging industrial control and
Internet with perspectives on security.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 2
presents a review of related works. Section 3 presents a
description of the research methodology adopted in this
study, and the assessment criteria used. In Section 4, the
results of evaluations are presented and analyzed. Section
5 presents a discussion of results, and Section 6 presents
the conclusion and future works.

2. Related work
A number of publications10–12 describe some valuable
characteristics of successful open source projects. An
open source project can be successful if it can reward
contributions through boosting the reputation of contributors, or providing answers or solutions to lingering questions.10 A successful project needs to possess an ability
to collect large-scale data from a community of users and
enable a robust evaluation and analysis of source codes.12
Margan and Čandrlić11 assert that the success of an open
source software project depends on a number of factors,
including the ability to attract a sufficient number of
highly motivated and skilled contributors, having an
excellent code base, a thriving communities of users, an
independent and powerful leadership and control with
clearly defined goals and visions, plus good communication mechanisms.
Others13–16 have reviewed open source simulators from
specific domains, such as wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), ICSs, SCADA, industrial operations, etc., based
on self-selected evaluation attributes and characteristics
such as domain-specific applications, critical infrastructure
sectors of adoption, license distribution type, open source
programming language supported, availability of documentation, degree of ease of use, and interface support
type. Even though these reviews do not directly refer to
the IIoT specifically, their focus often represents a facet or
sub-system of what is considered as the larger IIoT, thus
providing useful knowledge and insights about open
source software characteristics that are useful for analysis,
and sound open source project development. These works

3
provide information and guidance for the criteria for
review and evaluation that characterizes our study.
Typically, open source projects have certain peculiar
characteristics that make some of the criteria outlined in
existing works inapplicable. For example, simulator cost is
discussed by Dagkakis and Heavey.17 Not repudiating the
existence of other significant open source simulator characteristics, simulator cost is also important, but this is not
necessarily visible in open source.17 It is more relevant in
the COTS domains. Accordingly, an example is discussed
that involves not questioning the choice of methodology
for documenting or communicating project updates and
utilization, although both characteristics are significant
and often form license conditions that reflect either the origin of the open source software or a specific view of what
its open source nature is (what it means to be open). It is
also unusual to question how developers of a proprietary
software project communicate, although it is an important
attribute of an open source project.
In the context of the IIoT, a couple of prior works have
discussed similar and related contexts, such as reviews of
open source simulators for WSNs13,18 and open source
simulators for ICS/SCADA-related systems.16,19 In this,
similar open source simulation characteristics are seen to
be used for evaluating and comparing a number of simulation projects. For example, graphical user interface (GUI)support characteristics, license distribution types, application domain, and supported programming languages
appear in multiple works that analyze WSNs simulators.13,17,18 However, we were unable to find any papers
that have reviewed open source simulators considering
IIoT applications, and with perspectives on security. In
addition, no prior works captures the broad range and category of simulators represented in this work. The example
studies cited above mostly focus on performance for specific sub-system applications, such as wireless sensors and
traditional network communications on industrial or enterprise domains, rather than the larger IIoT.
To manage complexity, the IIoT is typically viewed as
a system of systems (SoS). Each sub-system may involve
the use of numerous sets of different open source simulators. The chances are that this may result in a large number
of simulators when fused together, introducing a complexity that may further affect the practicality of achieving
acceptable fidelity. Should the sub-system simulation
ensemble be developed by different parties, there is no
guarantee that the same simulator system would be used to
capture all parts of a system scenario. Of course, this will
lead to an explosion in the number of fused simulators
and, even worse, questionable outcomes that result from
differing assumptions built into supposedly similar functional units in different sub-systems, or the interactions
amongst them.
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3. Methodology
This study followed a s systematic analysis process from
data collection to analysis20 comprising a two-phase
approach as proposed by Webster and Watson,21 which
supports following rigorous and relevant research techniques, and guaranteeing the quality and veracity of
selected articles.22 This approach has been used by Lu23 to
analyze Industry 4.0 technologies, applications, and associated open research issues. The processes followed are
presented in Figure 1 and described in the next section.

3.1. Document gathering and selection
Relevant literature was gathered and selection made based
on the chosen search phrase ‘‘Open Source Simulators’’
from SCOPUS, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Springer,
ACM Digital Library (DL), and Web of Science (WoS)

literature databases. In addition, the keyword ‘‘network
simulators’’ was also used for searches on two popular
software project repositories: Source-Forge (http://sourceforge.net/) and GitHub (https://github.com/open-source).
For both searches, the date range for articles was from
2003 to April 2018. As anticipated, this search yielded a
total of 767 related articles/projects, as shown in Table 1.
The second phase involved extracting the document
meta-data from the 767 related articles. From these, titles
or contexts were checked to identify the articles that covered open source simulator project characterizations relative to ICSs, communications and sensor networks, and
the IoT. This was carefully performed, and the unrelated
articles were discarded. For open source project articles
that appeared in multiple databases, only a single instance
was recorded, while the other instances were discarded to
avoid duplication of the same records and results. At the
end of the process, a total of 60 related open source

Figure 1. Article review process/approach. IoT: Internet of Things; GUI: graphical user interface.
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Table 1. Database source results for open source simulators
article survey.
Databases/repositories

No. of articles/projects

SCOPUS
IEEE Xplore
ScienceDirect
ACM Digital Library
Web of Science (WoS)
Springer
GitHub Repository
Source-Forge Repository
Total

149
66
163
47
75
174
32
61
767

simulator articles/projects were selected. Another process
was adopted involving further review of abstracts/project
overviews for the 60 projects with considerations for some
inclusion and exclusion criteria. These formed the boundaries for evaluations, to ensure maintenance of the study
scope and alignment with the study objectives. The following review restrictions were made.
1) Inclusions
i.
Only simulation systems that are distributed
with a type of free or open source license were
examined. These include simulation tools and
software whose source codes have been made
freely and openly available for use and modification by the project developers.
ii. Open source project and simulation tools in
areas related to industrial/production networks, including ICSs, SCADA, distributed
control systems (DCSs), process control systems (PCSs), communication and sensor networks, and the IoT, were considered.
iii. Open source simulators that cover batch processes, continuous processes, or both, were
included since these exemplified varied modes
of industrial processes implementable in digital networks.
2) Exclusions
iv. Open source simulators found to be inactive in
terms of use for research and support and(or)
development status were not examined.
v. Open source simulators without practical industrial or real-world applications, for example,
those solely designated for educational training
and practice purposes were not examined.
vi. Open source simulators that lacked any form
of user-friendly operating or visualization
interface(s) were not examined.
After applying the above inclusion and exclusion criteria, a total of 39 articles/projects were discarded.

Twenty-one articles/projects were found to be relevant
and were used to further the defined research objectives
and scope of the study. These selected articles/projects,
listed in Table 2, formed the basis of analysis in this
study.

3.2. Evaluation criteria for open source simulators
Evaluating and selecting simulation software is a subject
that has been addressed in some prior works.24–26 More
relevant to this research, we find that some publications17,27–29 have tried to address the selection of open
source simulation tools, most of which do not directly
relate to ICSs. Nevertheless, the publications have helped
to establish a solid conjectural background on the types of
open source licenses,29 the varied license attributes, how
choices may be rationalized,26 and how to successfully run
an open source project (including simulator-based projects).27 The publications also provide reference to some
important factors for evaluating existing open source
tools/projects, some of which can also pass as criteria for
selecting open source simulation tools/projects and be
pointers for improvements.
For example, open source simulator development status, distribution mechanisms, version control, communication channels, developer guidelines, documentation, open
source license type, and code/commit reviews are attributes that can contribute to a good open source project.27
Some of these attributes, in addition to latest release, language, domain, and simulation technique, have been used
to evaluate open source discrete event simulation (DES)
software for operations research.17 The prior works provide inspiration and reference guide for considering and
selecting the factors believed to best suit the need of this
study: programming language, open source license type,
simulation mode, documentation, communications, and
version control. Considering suitability based on the information that can be produced, the selected attributes elaborate on the structure of open source simulators and shed
light on how they are built and how they function. These
details, when aggregated, can help address the research
objectives outlined. According to research needs, other
factors were included to capture key aspects of research
interests. The interest to understand the trend around the
use of reviewed open source tools led to the inclusion of
‘‘Purpose-Driven Group.’’ Keenness to learn about operating system compatibilities and user-centric considerations
of open source projects led to including ‘‘Operating
Platform’’ and ‘‘User Interface’’ as factors for
consideration.
To assess how widely the selected simulators are used,
and to understand the kind of research built around them
and their applications, a systematic literature review30 of
related works was done spanning the period of 2010–2018

GPL v2

ASL v2.0
GPL v3
LGPL v2.1
Not found
New BSD
GPL
GPL

CCA v3
LGPL
BSD
GNU/GPL

C ++ , Python

Java

C ++
Java
C ++
C ++

Java
Java, C, Ruby

C ++

Python
Java

C, C ++ , Java,
FORTRAN
Visual Basic
.NET, C#

NS-3

DESMO-J

PowerDEVS
JavaSim
CD ++
RePast

URURAU
SimGrid

OverSim

PySimulator
Cooja

Proview

DWSim

GPL v3

Java

JaamSim

GNU/GPL v3

ASL v2.0

C ++

OMNET ++

Open source
license type

Programming
language

Simulators

GUI & CLI

GUI

GUI
GUI

GUI

GUI & CLI
Not found

GUI
GUI
GUI
GUI

CLI with CLI +
GUI-like
visualization
tool
GUI

GUI

GUI & CLI

Interface

Table 2. Characterization of open source simulators (part 1).

Linux,
Windows,
MacOS,
Android, iOS

Linux,
Windows, Mac
OS X
Linux, Windows
Linux, Cygwin/
Windows, Mac
OS X
Linux, Windows

Linux, Solaris,
Windows, Mac
OS
Linux, Windows
Linux
Linux, Windows
Linux,
Windows, Mac
OS
Windows
Linux

Linux,
Windows, Mac
OS
Linux,
Windows, Mac
OS X
Linux, FreeBSD,
Mac OS

Platform

0

0

0
43

5

3
130

79
1
0
143

2

338

2

626

Times
cited
(WoS)

1

1

0
68

18

4
43

9
2
0
99

2

597

1

549

No. of
articles
(WoS)

-

-

-

-

-

Yes
-

-

-

-

-

Inbuilt
security
capacity

General process
control and IoT
Steady-state
chemical
engineering
process systems
(CAPE-OPEN
complaint)

Generic
IoT network
simulator

Supply chain
Distributed
Systems (fog,
cloud, MPI, grid,
etc.)
CWSNs

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic

Generic

CWSNs

Generic

CWSNs

Purpose
(simulation
application
area)

(continued)

DES & CS

DES & CS

DES & CS
DES & CS

DES

DES
DS

DEVS
DES
DEVS
ABS

DES

DES

DES

DES

Simulation
techniques
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GPL v2
LGPL
ASL v2.0

ASL v2.0

GPL v2

(C ++ )
OMNET ++

Python

C, C ++ , Java,
Objective-C

C#

C ++

SCADASim

ManPy

Kaa

Rapid SCADA

NS-2

GUI & CLI

GUI

GUI

GUI & CLI

GUI

GUI & CLI

Interface

Linux, Cygwin/
Windows

Linux, Windows

Linux,
Windows,
Android, etc.

Linux

Linux,
Windows,
MacOS
Linux

Platform

683

0

0

6

45

35

Times
cited
(WoS)

1398

0

0

6

2

49

No. of
articles
(WoS)

-

-

Yes

Yes

-

Inbuilt
security
capacity
Industrial
system
modeling
ICS/SCADA
system
simulation
Manufacturing
processes
IoT
environment
simulation with
cloud
capabilities
Control
automations
(sensor, relays,
controllers)
CWSNs

Purpose
(simulation
application
area)

DES

DES & CS

DES & CS

DES

DES

DES & CS

Simulation
techniques

WoS: Web of Science; ASL: Apache Software License; GPL: General Public License; LGPL: Lesser General Public License; BSD: Berkeley Software Distribution; CCA: Consumer Credit Act; OSMC-PL:
Open Source Modelica Consortium Public Licence; GUI: graphical user interface; CLI: command-line interface; CWSN: computer & wireless sensor networks; MPI: message passing interface; IoT:
Internet of Things; ICS: industrial control system; SCADA: supervisory control and data acquisition; DES: discrete event simulation; DEVS: Discrete Event System Specification; ABS: agent-based
simulation; DS: dynamic simulation; CS: continuous simulation.

GPL v3, OSMC-PL

Modelica

OpenModelica

Open source
license type

Programming
language

Simulators

Table 2. (Continued)
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to obtain key research results that focus on individual simulator workspaces. This is termed ‘‘research fronts,’’31 referring to clusters of papers that share a common intellectual
base. In this study, the common intellectual base refers to
peer-reviewed research and knowledgeable outputs related
to selected simulation tools. Two key metric indicators for
research fronts include ‘‘Usage Count’’ and ‘‘Times Cited,’’
with specific application to the WoS database of
articles.31‘‘Times Cited’’ seems to be the more common
metric of the two adopted for analyzing citation fronts,
despite its limitations of characterizing elongated time-lags
in demonstrating the effects of research fronts and an inability to reflect current interests of the research community.
With the case for using ‘‘Usage Count’’ as a viable alternative or complement still open in the research community,
the ‘‘Times Cited’’ indicator is adopted in this study as the
criterion for evaluating the top 10 articles from the keyword
search results on the WoS database for each of the selected
simulators. The keyword format used included
‘‘Simulation’’ AND ‘‘Simulator-Name,’’ where SimulatorName was changed for the actual simulator name, for
example, NS-2, for each analysis. As a specific example, in
the case of NS-2, the keywords ‘‘simulation’’ AND ‘‘NS2’’ was used, and within the defined time range. The WoS
has a reputation for supervised selection and inclusion of
materials based on high-quality and high-impact indexing
by humans, consistent and structured documentation, better
accuracy of results, and reduced duplicates and false positives.32 Also, the WoS seems preferred by organizations as
a standard.33 Search results were restricted to peer-reviewed
articles (journals, conferences, and books) in order to ensure
the quality and credibility of outcomes.
Lastly, considering security as a key focus, the study
also aimed to determine the open source tools that are
characterized to address security-related simulation scenarios, and to understand the specific security contexts
covered. This led to introducing the ‘‘Security-oriented
Application’’ criterion. Thus, as presented in Figure 2, the
criteria adopted in this study include programming language, open source license type, operating platform, user
interface, simulation mode, documentation, communications, version control, purpose-driven group, times cited,
and security-oriented application. Potentially, combining
the information from all the factors listed can enable new
insights that can support effective decision-making in
evaluating and selecting open source simulators, and for
considering attributes of focus for future open source
simulator developments. The results of initial searches
offer a sense of the true state; in particular, it indicates that
academic simulators often have useful lifetimes that correlate strongly with the support provided by a time-limited
funding stream. For all but a few simulators that are so
widely used and supported that they have achieved a critical mass of users, open source simulators tend to have a

lifecycle. Thus, it is essential to identify those that are
emerging as well as those that are established.

4. Evaluation
In this section, the evaluation outcomes of the open source
simulator analysis are presented based on the criteria
described in the previous section.

4.1. Initial results and filtering
A total of 60 open source simulation tools were identified.
However, 39 open source tools were discarded for not
satisfying the defined inclusion and(or) exclusion criteria.
Many of the discarded open source project simulators
seemed inactive for either of a number of reasons: not having significant usage in the simulation community; lacking
active community activities or forums; not receiving
updates in the past 2 years; and lacking any clear information from developers about the active status of the project,
especially related to still being under development. For
example, JARPROSIM34,35 did not seem to have wide
usage, and had its most recent version update in 2014. A
check on the log of its code commit history yielded null
results. Again, Avrora36 had its latest version series –
Avrora 1.7.X released in 2008 – and a last modified version in the development series was done in 2013. NS-218
was not discarded because it had quite significant usage
for research although its last update was in November
2011. Hase37 was discarded because it was developed to
solely simulate computer architectures without considering
network components. The TerraME38 simulator was discarded because it was purposed for simulating terrestrial
systems, which was clearly outside the scope of evaluation.
JSL and OOSimL39 simulators were excluded because
their uses were limited to educational purposes.
Simpy,40 DEV-C ++ ,41 ScipySim,42 and TOSSIM43
simulators were excluded on the grounds of supporting
only command-line interfaces (CLIs). Considering the
drivers for ease of use, simulators with only CLIs and
without GUIs or any form of graphic visualization are less
likely to provide good intuitiveness, easy comprehension,
less stress, and visualization capabilities, and as such are
less likely to attract interest, especially from the wider
group of non-expert users. These advantages put open
source simulators with a GUI ahead. However, simulators
that support both GUI and CLI features provide even
greater advantages, retaining the combined strength of the
two interface forms in one system. Presumably, this would
be more likely to attract a wider population of users spanning both experts and non-experts, since the preferences
of both are supported. Based on this advantage, NS-3 was
not discarded, because it had a GUI-like visualization tool
linked to its CLI.
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Figure 2. Open source simulator evaluation criteria. ICS: industrial control system; CWSN: computer & wireless sensor networks;
IoT: Internet of Things; IIoT: Industrial Internet of Things.

A total of 21 open source simulators remained for further
analysis based on the criteria described in Section 4.1. The
results are summarized in Section 4.2 (Subsections 4.2.1 to
4.2.10).

4.2. Results
Valuable inferences can be drawn from the results of analyzing the selected open source simulators.
4.2.1. Purpose-driven groups. A purpose-based classification
of the 21 open source simulators showed that a third
(seven) of the simulators claimed to possess generic architectures. These are JaamSim, DESMO-J, PowerDEVS,
JavaSim, CD ++ , RePast, and PySimulator. Four simulators, OMNET ++ , NS-2, NS-3, and OverSim, were categorized under communications/WSNs. Three simulators

were categorized as suitable for more generalized operations that did not encompass direct physical hardware
infrastructure. Three simulators each were classed under
more specific areas, namely ICS/SCADA (OpenModelica,
SCADASim, RapidSCADA) and IoT/IIoT (Cooja,
Proview, Kaa), while one simulator (SimGrid) claims to
cover multiple architectures. The usage scope of SimGrid
was not clearly outlined in any of the project demonstrations. Further research on the use SimGrid indicated application areas only in parallel and distributed computing
system simulations and studies.
4.2.2. Programming languages. From Figure 3, C ++ and
Java are the most common programming languages supported in open source simulator projects. This outcome is
consistent with the findings of other related works.17
C ++ is supported by 10 simulators, while Java is

10
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Figure 3. Programming language.

Figure 4. License distribution type.

supported by eight. The two languages sum up to 58.06%
of the aggregate programming languages support by the
sample simulators. Some of the simulators indicate support for multiple programming languages. For example,
NS-218 supports C ++ and Python, Proview44 provides
implementations for C, C ++ , and Java, as does Kaa,45
while SimGrid46 provides support for C, Java, and Ruby.
The preferences for C ++ and Java by open source
simulator researchers and developers may be linked to the
performance speed of the two programming languages.
Other authors17 thought the same. Comparing the execution speed of programming languages, C, C ++ , and Java
are shown to be faster-executing than others, and C ++ is
especially faster than Java.47 Although C programming
language may be thought of as slightly faster than C ++
and others,48 it presents a usability challenge in that it only
provides a CLI. Moreover, C is often viewed as being difficult to learn and use, hence non-user-friendly.49 This can
be an issue in the industrial environment where operators
might not necessarily be expert programmers, nor be open to
the rigors of learning and interpreting code instructions. This
makes C limited and may also explain why it currently has a
marginal role in software developments in general, and especially simulation projects. The simplified, more intuitive,
GUI-oriented C ++ is often preferred. Python and C# are
supported by three and two simulators, respectively. Visual
Basic .NET, Ruby, FORTRAN, Objective-C, and Modelica
all have one simulator application each.

simulators. Different versions of each of these two licenses
seem to have been adopted. Both license types provide a
good way to freely access and use open source simulators;
however, the licenses enforce restrictions that deter modification and re-distribution of open source software in a proprietary manner. This phenomenon raises significant
concerns that can discourage industrial sectors from adopting them.17 It suffices that most applications of open source
simulators may well be tailored toward research and development studies, and a few tailored to real industrial infrastructure applications. Other open source license types
found in use include Apache License (AL), Berkeley
Software Distribution (BSD), and Apache Software License
(ASL), all having two simulators each. Consumer Credit
Act (CCA) and Open Source Modelica Consortium Public
License (OSMC-PL) are seen in a single simulator each.
One simulator – OpenModelica – supports multiple
licenses: GPL v3 and OSMC-PL. OSMC-PL is more of a
customized license, allowing for proprietary extensions to
be licensed under different conditions to the core
OpenModelica code. A multiple license phenomenon can
occur when a simulator is covered by a license different
from the operating system it supports. Most often, the platform license would have to be satisfied as well. As noted
by Fogel,50 a typical issue with customized licenses is that
developers struggle to clearly determine if such customized licenses are indeed compatible with other popular
open source licenses, such as GPL, to allow for free integration with associated license (GPL) applications. The
defined open license type CD ++ could not be determined from documentation, and the assumption is that the
simulator might have a kind of open source license definition that is not easily available to developers. Again, this
type of scenario is not supportive of the open source

4.2.3. License types. From Figure 4, the GPL (General
Public License) open source distribution type is the most
widely adopted by the sample open source simulators,
with 47.62% adoption (10 simulators). This is followed by
the LGPL (Lesser General Public License) type in three
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Figure 5. Operating system support.

principle, as interested developers should be able to
obtain, without difficulty, relevant license details for open
source projects for the purpose of driving improvements.17
4.2.4. Operating systems. Most (20, representing 95.23%)
of the open source simulation tools had support for Linux
operating system platforms. Windows was supported by 19
simulators, and Mac OS/X/iOS had nine simulators. Other
platforms, such as Android, FreeBSD, and Solaris, had less
support, as shown in Figure 5. Predictably, a relationship
exists between the choice of programming language for
open source simulators and the license distribution type.
Linux is developed based on C and C ++ programming
languages,51 and is made available free for download on
an open source license. Undoubtedly, a common language
of development can foster easy and fast interaction
between simulator and platform. Moreover, simulation systems often involve complex and multi-tasking functions.
Linux seem to address multi-tasking well, and is a more
flexible platform for wider infrastructure and application
compatibility. It also provides a better capability for runtime error management compared to other platforms. From
the developers’ perspective, Linux has been judged above
other platforms in providing greater convenience, capability, security, interface, and recovery.52 Developers view
Linux to be friendlier53 and not requiring updated hardware resources – it can run in, or interact with, older hardware environments without significant lags. It is a better
lightweight system that is more robust in terms of crashes,
and has better capabilities for security.54 Above all, it is
inexpensive to own and use, with free regular updates, features that come not without expense in other platforms,
such as Windows and Mac operating systems.
4.2.5. User interface support. The debate on user-friendly
usage preferences between GUIs and CLIs is still open in

Figure 6. User interface support. GUI: graphical user interface;
CLI: command-line interface.

the computing community. Expert developers seem to prefer, support, and adopt CLIs rather than GUIs in view of a
faster execution and easier, shortened, and more consistent
portability of commands,55 with better understanding of
deeper interactions amongst command sets.56 This is perhaps influenced by the desire for complete control over
application functionalities and behavior, an ability that is
difficult to achieve to a similar degree for GUIs. This contrasts with the thoughts from non-expert users (novices)
who seem to get more done better using GUIs,55 which is
also true for expert users – for speedy completion of more
tasks, better accuracy, lesser frustration, and fatigue.57,58
From Figure 6, more than half (13, representing 61.9%)
of the simulators strictly had GUI support. More than a
third of the simulators (eight, representing 38.10%) supported or combined a form of GUI and CLI. No simulators
with sole CLI support were included due to its usability
drawback, described earlier. Note that the simulators discarded for falling into this category were either developed
or compatible with C ++ and Python programming languages, which both have GUI features, yet were not
included in the simulator design architectures. Perhaps the
purpose and scope of simulator applications, mostly generic, may have influenced the choice of CLIs by designers.
It is important to clarify these design viewpoints so that
the necessary trade-offs and balance between GUIs and
CLIs can be appreciated when implementing user interfaces for open source simulators. For operational ICSs,
GUIs are typically the norm, which is especially significant since the ICS community would not only comprise
expert system programmers, but also operations users and
analysts. This latter group may not necessarily have the
expert skills for coding or interpreting commands needed
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Figure 8. Communication types. IRC: Internet Relay Chat.

Figure 7. Documentation type support. API: application
programming interface.

for a CLI. Thus, whilst expert system programmers may
prefer CLI-based systems in simulation contexts, the need
to consider operational experience to enhance the credibility of results would suggest that GUI support is also
important. In addition, the complexities within the ICS
domains call for simulators with more intuitive and userfriendly interfaces better suited to accommodate simpler
understanding of the interplay amongst system components and their interactions. This can be better achieved
with GUIs than with CLIs. However, regardless of the
strengths of GUIs, it is worth emphasizing that the CLI
cannot be totally eliminated as it constitutes the foundation
and building block of every computing and application
platform. CLIs also play a very significant role in the
development of GUIs. However, adding GUIs introduces a
significant capacity for shortcuts, such as using a click to
activate actions that would ordinarily be achieved using
multiple lines of text commands on a CLI. GUIs also bring
the benefits of visualizing results and logs, simplifying
usability, and improving understanding and interpretation.
These are quite significant in the evolving domain of big
data-driven industrial networks and Internet.
4.2.6. Documentation. From Figure 7, the results of evaluating the documentation modes of open source simulators
showed that 12 (57.14%) of the open source simulation
projects used online Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
formats for their documentation, 10 projects (47.62%)
incorporated manuals in varied formats, for example,
DOC, PDF, and PPT, for documenting their development
and usability guides, five projects used other

unconventional but interactive forms, such as videos and
technical courses, while four projects used application programming interfaces (APIs). However, we were unable to
identify any dedicated form of documentation for the other
four open source projects (PowerDEVS, PySimulator,
Cooja, and SCADASim). Arguably, good documentary
support is a significant feature that can affect the effective
use of open source simulators. Documentation that provides guides to installation, use, and maintenance of simulators can help free users from depending on developers to
answer or resolve even the most minor issues or errors.
This, in turn, lowers the support and cost pressure on the
project developers.59 The availability of helpful documentation in the form of user manuals and tutorials can greatly
assist users in learning how to correctly use or apply the
features of open source simulators and to load updates.
This can significantly save time spent on troubleshooting
and error management.
4.2.7. Communication. From Figure 8, for communications
for open source projects, results showed that Mailing Lists
topped the list of approaches employed, with eight projects. This is closely followed by Chat (Internet Relay Chat
(IRC)) with seven projects, Forums with six projects, Wiki
with four projects, and Websites with two projects. Again,
it is surprising to find that some projects did not have any
dedicated means for communications. Presumably, such
projects may have very low community interests and
usage. Communication features are valuable in supporting
open source simulator project developers to promote trust
and confidence on the part of users, as well as monitoring
their uses of the simulator. We agree with earlier depositions59 that the continuous availability and release of project updates, version improvements and modifications,
support for functional issues, and maintenance information
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are key services that should come bundled with open
source simulation projects. Not having these can make an
open source project unattractive to user communities.
4.2.8. Version support. Version support typically shows
how the open source simulation projects are being managed in terms of successive improvements and product
updates.60 Analyzed results showed that 10 of the simulators used ‘‘Sub-version’’; six projects used Git, two used
mercurial support for updating their projects, while one
simulator used ‘‘CVS’’ (see the Appendix). We were
unable to clearly determine the existence of, and version
support type, for five simulator projects.
4.2.9. Simulation modes. Analysis based on simulation
mode showed that 10 open source simulation tools supported only discrete event simulation (DES) processing
modes. Seven simulators cover both DES and CS (continuous simulation), for example, DWSim,61 OpenModelica,62
and Cooja63 supported both DES and CS. Other uncommon simulation modes captured by simulators include
TDS (trace-driven simulation) in one simulator, agentbased simulation (ABS) in one simulator, dynamic simulation (DS) in one simulator, and Discrete Event System
Specification (DEVS) in two simulators (see Table 2).
In the industrial domain, discrete event processes also
characterize batch process flows that typically involve processing bulk products or services in groups through each
step of a desired process. Subsequent processes must wait
until a current batch is completed.64 This is the situation in
most current non-continuous industrial processes, and differs from the emerging continuous time-step event simulations where processes are modeled continuously – no waits
are involved. It is good for a tool to adopt a generic or
multiple-process mode capability to allow it to be tendered
for different application contexts. However, there remains
a contrasting argument in favor of domain-specific DES
environments, which are said to facilitate easier model
development.64 Thus, a trade-off looms and opens the
debate between the depth of domain-specific application
and the width of a generalized application area for industrial environment simulators.

Figure 9. Ranking based on most cited articles.

3 (597 articles), recorded the greatest number of researchrelated article publications amongst all the simulators (see
Table 2), also within the review parameters earlier
described. These results suggest that these three simulators,
NS-2, OMNET ++ , and NS-3, have the widest interest
and utilization by the open source community. From
Figure 9, based on the ‘‘Times Cited’’ measure, it appears
that NS-2 was more widely utilized than the other two
simulators. In the same utilization scale, successive open
source simulators ranked based on the ‘‘Times Cited’’ criteria include OMNET ++ , NS-3, Repast, SimGrid,
PowerDEVs, SCADASim, Cooja, OpenModelica, and
Manpy, in that order.

5. Discussion
4.2.10. Times cited. The results of analyzing all 21 open
source simulators based on ‘‘Times Cited’’ (shown in
Figure 9) reveal the popularity of these open source simulators amongst the academic and industrial communities of
users. NS-2 (683 times cited), OMNET ++ (626 times
cited), and NS-3 (338 times cited) simulation-related
works were the most cited amongst the set of simulators.
Not in exactly the same ranking order, the same simulators,
NS-2 (1384 articles), OMNET ++ (549 articles), and NS-

The findings presented are discussed relative to the outlined research objectives earlier presented in Section 1.
For the common open source simulation tools with
industrial capabilities used in networks, ICS, and IIoT
research and development projects, evidently, there are
many open source simulators that handle the range of
applications. This is a positive thing, as it means that
developers and researchers have several options for the
choice of open source simulator, depending on their
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application area. Having simulators categorized for specific purpose-based application groups means that simulators within each class may replicate attributes and
functions within their respective fields and may not support functionalities in the other domain classes. However,
there is the potential to benefit from the integration of
functionalities provided by these varied platforms.
It is useful that a good number of the open source tools
support generic contexts. This enables the potential for
developing architectures and infrastructures with expansible features into multi-class domains. It is beneficial to
have such infrastructures as they can enable easier and
faster modeling and simulation of complex systems or
functionalities. Essentially, a flexible and modular-capable
open source simulator infrastructure presents a viable solution to achieving such simulation capacity.17 Open source
simulators that claim to have generic architecture models
should be able to present or demonstrate capabilities for
such expansion and functionality features. These need to
be clearly identified and classified.
Unlike the generic group, simulators within the communications and WSN domain (NS-2, NS-3, OMNET ++ ,
and OverSim) have varied levels of expanded capabilities
within their feature landscape. These simulators also enjoy
huge interest from the scientific community, as evidenced
from analyzed results. This is good for IIoT simulation for
a couple of reasons, firstly, the realization that communications and sensor networks are crucial areas of interest
and knowledge needs for developers. Secondly, communications and sensor networks also form part of the IIoT
development trend presently experiencing great expansion.
Thus, these simulators can provide a good understanding
of the possible behaviors of similar sub-architectures
within the larger IIoT. These also apply to the ICS/
SCADA group of simulators. SCADASim appears to have
a growing community of users besides its authors.16 In
other domains, such as IoT/IIoT and general operations,
with fewer external contributors, utilization appears to be
limited and mostly originates from the authors of the
respective open source simulators. Presumably, this is
either connected to the growth trends in these areas or the
open source simulators themselves. At least this is true for
the IoT/IIoT domains, as developments in these domains
are not as old as that of wireless/sensor networks.
Open source simulators like Cooja, Proview, and KAA
have only emerged within the last few years to reflect a
new class of tools for simulating/hosting and managing
IoT/IIoT-based on cloud or remote deployment, and an
array of features to allow system level deployment. These
platforms can (or could) be run as simulators in ways that
might be considered more representative of deployed systems, but they do not purposefully address security.
Unfortunately, these open source tools are not yet popular.
Their proprietary counterparts, such as AWS, Google

Cloud IoT, ThingWorx, Microsoft Azure, Cisco IoT
Cloud, Mindsphere, and Bosch IoT, have features that can
allow trials and simulations and are seemingly attracting
wider attention (and creating impact) currently. The lack
of popularity for the use of open source IoT/IIoT simulators may be because the domains are currently still immature, and investigations and explorations on how effective
and standardized these can be are still on-going. The concept of simulating IoT/IIoT is also an idea in formation
and subject to testing, and a common architecture is yet to
be achieved.65 Only Cooja appears to have gained some
attention from open source users, but it is expected that a
steady growth in interest and utilization should happen in
the future. This is also true for counterpart tools, such as
Proview and KAA, which promise quite remarkable capabilities for simulating IIoT features.
Having a community of developers and users is crucial
for open source simulators, but, it is not sufficient on its
own to guarantee that the necessary fidelity is achieved by
open source simulators. A community of developers without properly controlled engagements can adversely impact
the open source mission. This is especially the case when
user interests and contributors begin to withdraw their support due to negative and discouraging behaviors in the
community.66 Notwithstanding this, in the multitude of
code/design contributors, there is great potential to achieve
significant bug reduction and better systems structures and
capabilities.17 It is usual to make simplifying assumptions
in any simulations, but if those simplifications are not well
articulated or understood, then the chances are that codes
and design structures will be wrongfully or harmfully
reused. This can be either simply because they are available or because unmodified reuse can support direct comparison with existing published results, whether validated
or not. In either case, and especially the latter, it is possible that broadly invalid assumptions are unknowingly
baked into projects spanning many years. For example, the
plethora of simulations that characterized early work in ad
hoc networking were later shown to be based on assumptions that were so unfounded as to render much of the considerable standard work of no practical value.
In addition, since the industrial domain is chiefly characterized by a more complex combination of user-agents
with varied expertise, it is pertinent to have open source
simulators that can attract varied developers and users.
This can be achieved by quality coding that is readable,
and an ability to disseminate and effectively manage open
source projects.17 Several of the reviewed open source
simulators seem to lag in following valuable open source
development philosophies that can drive success. Some of
the essentials for achieving this are presented in a documented guideline.50 Consequently, a critical community
and appropriate editorial control are essential precursors to
the development of credible open source simulation
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platforms. At present, much still needs to be done in
reaching this point for application domains like IIoT,
where complex feedback systems with uncertainties are
common.
On the functional structures and characteristics
(including purpose, operating system support, usage
license, and degree of credibility) that encompass identified Open Source simulators, some earlier studies tried to
address this with pointers to some relevant characteristics.
Most frequent are reviews of WSN simulators. Key functional structures and characteristics appearing common
and related to other purpose-driven domains (e.g., ICS/
SCADA, Operations, etc.) include license types supported
by the open source simulators, programming languages
supported, operating systems supported, user interfaces
support, and documentation types supported. These characteristics speak volumes about the degree of effectiveness
of an open source simulator, although they may rarely provide the exhaustive basis for selecting one or other specific
open source simulator(s). However, these need to be carefully considered, selected, and well-described together
with their relevant and common attributes. From a security
perspective, other important characteristics that need consideration include the existence and number of vulnerabilities in open source simulators and, possibly, the
availability of potential fixes/updates. This is especially
crucial in this era of interconnectivity and federations of
simulation systems because, as such, learning about simulators can guide appropriate decisions and choices based
on available complementary security capacities.
Vulnerabilities in open source tools (including simulators)
have been well-acknowledged as issues of concern, and
have been ranked above functionality and licensing characteristics.67 Thus, including vulnerability checks as part
of the prioritization criteria for open source simulators can
help developers and users to timely respond to critical
security issues, and to meet security objectives while
building or executing the simulators.
In terms of how widely the open source simulators are
used, we reason that understanding the level of open
source usability or how widely the simulators are used by
the open source community also brings to light the associated potential for future relevance and consistency development of the simulator. For example, for additional
reasons, NS-2, OMNET ++ , and NS-3 are still viewed as
relevant aside from having common standard open source
features,50 because of how widely and consistently the
simulators are currently used for simulation studies and
research and test purposes. In particular, OMNET ++ and
NS-3 simulators are being updated quite frequently following the works of contributors that span different areas
of applications. NS-2 lags behind those two with its last
update dating back to November 2011. Subsequent utilization of these open source simulators often builds upon
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prior works, reports, and recommendations, especially
concerning real-world applications. Logically, most open
source simulators seem to originate from research institutes, and then strive to penetrate the academic and industrial environments.17 This is expected to translate to
applications not restricted to educational domains but
extended to real/industrial environments. Undoubtedly,
clear indications of a widely interested and contributing
community for open source simulators, especially from a
publication perspective, suggests success stories on the
research use of the simulators as well as their applications
in real-world applications.
In terms of the kind of research that has built on
reviewed open source simulators (e.g., operational performance, optimizations, or security analysis), we find that
the strengths of open source simulators vary according to
the purposes for which they can be used. However, most
purposes appear to tend toward performance analysis and
optimization. For example, the strengths of open source
simulators within the communication and sensor network
group are generally characterized by flexibility, modularity, mobility, scalability, fidelity, and active user/community support. Limitations often exist due to the lack of one
or more of the above characteristics in individual simulators. For example, OMNET ++ is observed to cover only
partial extensions for mobility and is also limited in the
protocols it supports. In contrast, some of the characteristics appear as limitations in the other groups (ICS/
SCADA, IoT/IIoT, Operations, and Generic) of simulators
as well. A common limitation prevalent in these groups
involve open source simulators that have very low or virtually no active community of users/developers and
restricted capabilities in demonstrating aspects of the IIoT
outside their immediate focus. This may simply be a
reflection of their maturity, but it may also have influenced the degree of interest in using them.
On determining if any of these simulators been
designed with capability for security analysis, we find that
very few (three) of the open source simulators provide
positive answers to these questions. Only JavaSim,68
SCADASim,69 and KAA45 simulators were found to have
characterized inbuilt capabilities for some security modeling and analysis. In particular, SCADASim is said to be
specifically developed for security-related analysis for
ICS/SCADA systems. However, it is noted that some of
the simulators that handle functional and operational performance, (e.g., those in the communications and WSNs
group, such as NS-2, NS-3, OMNET ++ ) are typically
used to simulate and measure quality of service (QoS)
metrics – bandwidth, throughput, latency, jitter70– within
certain predefined configurations. These metrics can be
impacted by security-related issues. To incorporate and
evaluate security functionalities or features, open source
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simulators in this category typically require the creation or
modification of packet formats.71
Security features are not normally automatically built
into the simulators. For example, Hegde and Manvi71
defined new packet formats to represent new protocols in
NS-2. This protocol-building enabled the addition of
encryption and decryption capabilities in the data packets
to ensure confidentiality of data. It also allowed for the
implementation of a message digest generation function
for data integrity of packets during transmission. Since
mobile ad hoc and sensor networks are typically characterized by resource-constrained nodes relative to power,
computational capacities, memory, and communications
bandwidth,72,73 other aspects of security considered often
include determining the impact of certain security implementations on the QoS parameters. An example includes
the work of Aldosari et al.,74 involving the development
of an independent single security layer in NS-2 to manage
the majority of security mechanisms distributed over other
network layers on an IoT use case. In Karare et al.,75 a collaborative approach is presented for improving QoSs in
WSNs by using SAFEQ and the Watchdog algorithm.
These examples show that service-oriented security features can be studied and analyzed within some contexts
related to the IIoT, for example the sensor part. These are
not embedded into the simulators, but solely depend on
the ability to build new protocols and algorithms that
introduce the desired security context. Security simulations with these tools are often limited by the knowledge
and ability of the users involved.
In terms of the aspects of security analysis and modeling that have been explored using these open source tools
and the aspects that can be explored for future (further)
analysis, we note that the finding related to the former
objective indicates that analyzing the impacts of encryption and decryption configurations on normal operations is
a common aspect explored with performance-based simulators. Also, more security-tailored tools, such as JavaSim,
SCADASim, and Kaa, explore still other security areas.
For example, Queiroz et al.69 presented and demonstrated
the capability of SCADASim for testing and evaluating
denial-of-service (DoS), man-in-the-middle, eavesdropping, and spoofing attacks. JavaSim has been used to simulate injection prevention for web applications.68 KAA is a
relatively new open source simulator for the IIoT, and
although the authors claim that the simulator supports
security capabilities such as authentication and encryption,
there are no independent narratives on the effectiveness of
this simulator to replicate the described security features.
It would be interesting to explore other types of attacks,
such the black hole, the worm hole, session hijacking,
impersonation, and traffic analysis using some of these
open source simulators. It is interesting to note that none
of the open source simulators covered in this review

indicates a capability to properly address the broad range
of ancillary security simulation objectives. It would seem
that these requirements were not considered at the inception of the open source projects. The lack of securityrelated work in publications related to most of the open
source simulators indicates that security has not been a
prime issue or interest within the community of open
source users and developers. Wider interests and emphases
appear to focus on functionality, performance analysis,
and optimization. A change is required from performanceonly to security-inclusive modeling (architectures) if the
on-going deployment of IIoT systems is not to result in a
widespread distribution of individual vulnerabilities with
exposures to those who would wish us cause harm.
In terms of how policy and regulations can support the
growth and development of open source simulators, we
observe that many of the open source simulators emerge
from projects hosted by government-funded research institutes and academic institutions. Some of the projects yield
tools made for in-house use or for specific sector applications, often for research and development purposes. If the
use and utility of open source simulator software is to
improve in the UK, especially for security-related IoT/ICS
modeling, the UK government can make an important contribution by shaping the conditions under which decisions
about open source simulation tools are used and, also,
through leading by example. This translates into a form of
influence that could be used strategically to encourage
more widespread adoption of these tools as well as establishing a culture of sharing lessons learned with regard to
the implementation and management of these tools.
The use of open source tools in government already has
global traction.76 In the UK, for example, the general use of
open source tools, including in security contexts, research,
and development, has seen some active promotion.76 While
most of the focus has been on other tools and applications,
extending this thinking explicitly to open source simulators
should have established resonance.77 There are two compelling reasons why this makes sense for nation-states.
Firstly, the uptake of open source tools generally (and
simulators, specifically) can lower the cost of security,
which is an important consideration for governments trying
to cope with shrinking internal budgets as well as managing
the private ownership of critical national infrastructure.
Secondly, engaging the open source community on security
challenges generates benefits beyond particular applications, as it gains strength through critical mass.
In terms of the cost advantages, many open source projects result in tools made for in-house use or for specific
sector applications. The benefit of these implementations
is not necessarily shared as widely as it could or should
be. By encouraging the use of open source simulators, and
the dissemination of implementation and modeling findings, costs can be reduced for other users in the same
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sector or in allied sectors. Policy initiatives that incentivize
the dissemination of implementation experiences and findings could be considered along the same lines as research
‘‘impact’’ in academic and research institutions within
countries (e.g., UK) as a way of stimulating concerted
efforts at sharing research finding with a broader range of
user communities.
While the access to state-of-the-art tools by a wider
community of critical infrastructure users will quickly offset the cost of owning and maintaining such tools in a
commercial arrangement, there are also cost benefits associated with better security that apply more broadly –
although they may not always be directly quantifiable.
Taking the UK example, the growth of the digital economy and the stated goal of being the ‘‘safest place to live
and do business online’’78 is a central element of the UK’s
21st century global identity. Cyber security, in this context, and its relevance for policy innovation, takes on a
significance greater than simple project costs. At this
level, broader, more cost-effective simulation of critical
infrastructure systems extends to the level of national
security and national interest. In this longer-term view,
allowing modifications without license restrictions leads to
immediately shared, tested, peer-reviewed innovation
instead of waiting for the provision of solutions from a
commercial provider with a viable business case. This
leads to a second, related rationale for governments in
encouraging the adoption of open source tools (including
simulators). Doing so galvanizes a large community of
collaborators as opposed to relying on a relatively small
team of developers. This improves the quality of simulation and modeling results, defined by good testing and
code reviews.79 It also helps to reduce the operational risks
of simulation while supporting common solutions to common problems and encouraging innovation. The pace of
change and the demands for innovative and secure development of IoT systems means that, where possible, good
practice and insights must be reused or replicated within
and across sectors to avoid the unnecessary duplication of
investment and effort.76,80
Of course, applications and projects vary widely, and
decisions about the suitability of open source options need
to be carefully considered in each case. While some actors
prefer commercial solutions because of the support contracts, our research finds that there are generally open
source simulators available that provide the same efficiency and functionality but at a much lower cost. If the
choice of whether to opt for a commercial or an open
source simulator were to be based purely on the suitability
for the project, it is most likely that open source simulators
would be more widely used and the benefits of a larger
community of users would compound due to shared
resources. Encouraging this type of decision-making on
modeling and simulations tool choices is one place where
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government can have a positive influence by advancing
the understanding that, where no significant overall cost
and vulnerability difference exists between open source
and commercial simulators, open source options should be
adopted based on the additional advantage of flexibility.80
There are several avenues through which governments can
promote this. Using the UK use case again, the government is already leading by example in the adoption of
open source tools and it can continue to do so with regard
to IoT simulators.80 This will drive the necessary capacity
development into sectors that may currently favor commercial options, helping them to better appreciate the benefits of reusability. It will also demonstrate how to develop
open source components that are cost-effective, more easily maintained and, consequently, more secure. Another
area where government policy for open source simulators
can be helpful relates to considering new business models
for the commercialization of government-funded simulator
research and development projects and innovative pathways for extracting financial benefits for research that
relies upon open source simulators.
In addition to leading by example, there is also considerable influence attached to government procurement.
That influence can be strategically directed to encourage
greater uptake of open source simulators. For example, it
will be useful to ensure that open source simulators are
given appropriate consideration in government-funded
(research) projects, tool selection, and adoption activities.
In the context where government funding is supporting a
project, the project leaders should be asked to justify the
use of commercial simulation tools as opposed to open
source options. Open source simulators should always be
considered where they deliver the best value for money
and utilization outputs, taking into account the supplementary advantages of flexibility and reusability. Evidence of
these considerations could be included in funding contracts.80 Where there is no government funding, it would
be useful to promote the use of open source simulators as
good practice through an awareness campaign focused on
the benefits of using open source simulators for even a
small part of any project. It is important to note here that
the open source community of developers does not always
collaborate as successfully as it could, in part because poor
communication practices can alienate talented participants.
Homogenization in technical communities is a longrecognized weakness and inter-personal and workplace
dynamics are cited as a key factor in driving underrepresented people out of the sector.81 There is scope for
real improvement here in terms of retaining the most valuable contributors, which will be essential if the open
source community is to deliver the kind of diversity necessary for the systems of the future – systems that will incorporate automated decision-making through the IoT,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Government
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could play a facilitating role in coordinating the production of some best practice guidelines or recommendations
for effective communications and organizational efficiency that outline expectations of respectful and professional conduct.
Another area where government policy for open source
simulators can be helpful relates to the commercialization of
government-funded simulator research and development
projects. Governments need to be strategic in their backing
for open source project research without license restrictions.
Essentially, a trade-off would be required between accessibility to state-of-the-art tools by a wider community of critical infrastructure users and the cost of owning and
maintaining such tools on a commercial basis. It is not
advised that policies should completely refuse support for
projects under fully fledged open source licenses, such the
GPL or LGPL, when in fact such support can sometimes be
aimed at meeting certain service requirements and is ordinarily too expensive to obtain commercially. Policies should
also favor governments’ promotion of research and development, and the commercialization of research outputs with
less strict open source constraints. Adequate awareness is
also required concerning the need and value of innovative
developments via the use of open source simulations.

6. Conclusion and future work
To engage the wider community of researchers, developers, and users, open source simulators provide an essential
foundation since it is possible to conduct work using them
readily and cheaply. Despite the long history around open
source development for simulators and the huge research
efforts undertaken using them, endeavors toward improving use and utility are not be taken lightly. The prospect of
having a single open source simulator for the IIoT is relatively overwhelming or infeasible considering the level of
complexity resulting from the close interdependence of
disparate systems. Based on this study, we draw attention
to a summary of factors and desirable service characteristics to consider in relation to open source simulation tools
for the ICS and IIoT. These can also pass as potential measures for deciding (i) on development criteria to adopt or
(ii) on selecting appropriate open source tools to suit specific security simulation needs.
To support compatibility with a wider range of simulation tools with respect to data types, formats, and systems,
future developers and users of open source simulators may
consider more common simulation attributes, for example,
Linux platform-compatible simulators, to reduce the cost
of ownership, use, and updates. This can also support
wider infrastructure compatibility, multi-simulator interactions, robustness in withstanding crashes and errors, and
efficient recovery and security. C ++ , C#, and Python
compatible simulators will support faster execution and

performance, user friendliness, and easier learning and
use. GPL and LGPL license distribution tools will reduce
restrictions on use, modification, and re-distribution. This
can also support both academic and industrial uses and
driving improvements. GUI and CLI tool support will simplify usability and increase better understanding and interpretation via visualization. This can also ensure better
control of functionality and enable multi-interface design
capabilities. A diversity of users and support (experts and
novices) is also allowed, as well as sustaining an active
user community with continuous updates. DES and CS
compatible simulators can achieve multiple-domain process application where needed. DES-only or CS-only compatible tools can achieve easy model development for
specific single domain-process processes. Document manuals (.doc, .pdf), and online documentation formats will
enable easy usability guides for open source simulators,
reducing support pressures and total dependence on developers. IRCs, Mailing List, Websites, and Forums can
achieve the timely communication of updates, and support
timely support and maintenance.
The failure of the academic community to fully engage
in researching IIoT security means that the race to deploy
such systems is likely to give rise to vulnerabilities that are
poorly understood and that, if exploited, could result in
widespread physical and economic damage, injury, or even
death. For example, consider the case of cyber-attackers
exploiting unpatched gateway component vulnerabilities
that enable remote connectivity and network compromise
of an electricity generating wind turbine farm using a
RaspberryPi card with a cellular module. Supposing
remote connectivity gives the attacker access to automation programmable logic controllers that allows them to
interrupt power generation routed to feed to urban communities. The impacts can include physical, economic, and
social dimensions if not addressed and mitigated. Thus,
the existence of vulnerabilities and patches is also a key
factor that must not be overlooked. Not having a policy
related to open source places a system at a competitive disadvantage – positioned behind growing trends and developments driving innovations.
From both ICS and IIoT perspectives, it is obvious that
there are open source simulation projects that are exploring
the representation of these systems and their environments
to a degree that becomes useful for research and application. Even though this is the case, the big challenge of configuring and managing these simulators for the desired
(security-related) scenarios remains. Ideally, if the scenario
is to be useful, it should model the context that meets the
real-world challenge that the simulator is intended to
address. This leaves the networking community, and
indeed other simulation communities/affiliates, with the
need to demonstrate credibility in simulations (recognizing
the risks of not doing so). Credibility comes, in part, from
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carefully designed simulators, that must, in the case of the
IIoT, be built with the active engagement of experts from
interdisciplinary teams along with user contributions that
are integrated under tight editorial control. However, it
also comes, in part, from the use of testbeds or operational
systems to populate simulation cases and to validate simulation results, at least in part, so that there is evidence to
support belief in them.
Government has a role to play in incentivizing the take
up of open source simulators and it can promote this
through a number of mechanisms. Continuing to lead by
example through internal projects and also through
government-funded projects will help to stimulate an
approach to considering open source first, with real cost
and security benefits. While every project will need to be
assessed for suitability for open source simulation, government funding requirements that ask for justification for
using commercial solutions would allow for the necessary
flexibility in choice while also building an awareness of
the benefits of open source solutions. It may also be
worthwhile to consider providing governance structures
(controlling, monitoring, and supervision) and guidelines
for running and maintaining open source projects they
fund or support. This can be very useful if encouraged at
the early stages of projects on new and growing trends,
such as the IoT and IIoT; it can also provide a pathway
toward improving the transparency and credibility of open
source simulation outcomes.
Further work in this area will include investigating data
models to represent ICS/IIoT systems enabling information
integration, management, and simulation. We will further
explore in-depth analysis and evaluation of the simulation
capacities and fidelity of cloud-based open source IIoT simulators, in relation to security, since most of the tools in this
class are not typically developed to address security in the
first place. Investigations into simulation frameworks that can
allow multi-core or distributed simulations to be configured
and operated are also required. At present, there are gaps in
the above areas and an exigency in needing to fill them to
assure proper understanding, adoption, and effectiveness of
open source simulations within ICS and IIoT domains.
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